
OCW responses to Permit Application questions/requested changes from 
February 26 email.

1. The Company License that you submitted is expired.  Please submit a 
current Company License, and also please send in all current pesticide 
applicator licenses for staff that will be conducting pesticide 
applications.

The OCW 2024 Commercial License is attached.  Applicator licenses also 
are attached, though they are NOT correct in two instances. We were sent 
a Commercial Applicator license for Ben Lawton but not his Government 
Applicator license and we were sent a Government Applicator license for 
Jeff Whiting but not his Commercial Applicator License.  Those regularly 
occurring mistakes are (again!) being communicated to VAAFM.

2. Please confirm the status of all towns included in Permit Application 
A.5., and also identify any contracted areas that will be receiving truck-
mounted adulticide applications.

The towns included in Permit Application paragraph A.5. are correct.  
The only contracted area that will be receiving truck-mounted adulticide 
applications are the private roads, wholly within the Town of Salisbury, 
with property abutting Lake Dunmore.

3. Please recalculate the table in Permit Application B.1. to reflect 
appropriate Application Rates (active ingredient lbs/acre) and 
(formulation fl oz/minute at 10mph).

Table B.1. has been recalculated.  All data submitted is correct with one 
minor exception: the Application Rate (in pounds of active ingredient per 
acre) for Fyfanon-ULV should be .051 instead of .045.  The difference (.006 
pounds) is less than 1/100 of an ounce.
 This has been changed in the amended application

 



4. Please tell the Agency whether you will or will not be utilizing a GPS 
system this season.

Yes, the district plans to use the GPS variable rate flow pumps listed on 
the invoice below.

5. Please define what your random sample methodology is for Mosquito 
Surveillance pursuant to Permit Application F.1.a.

This language has been added to the in the amended application

When the nets (from either a CDC light trap or a net sweep) are brought 
to the OCW shop they are immediately frozen.  The frozen contents then 
are dumped onto a tray, completely randomizing the contents.  An OCW 
technician then counts the adult female mosquitos and also counts the 
other insects that were in the net.  That done, the technician randomly 
selects specimens from among the adult females to identify them under a 
microscope as to genus and species.  That random selection and 
identification process is continued until the defined action threshold (40 



for light trap / 15 for net sweep) is reached with adult female mosquito 
species known to bite humans.


